Verbal Ninja
Dominate With Language

mindpersuasion.com

Instructions
Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any
situation where you are using powerfully effective
language in any social situation. See people hanging on
your every word.

Tips for Success
Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that
you are become more effective with your language. Write
down any positive comments made by others.
Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask
any questions:
mindpersuasion.net

Affirmations
I choose my words carefully
I think before speaking
I use my words wisely
my words are filled with power
my language is powerful and effective
my language is incredibly persuasive
my language is elegant and impressive
I use a wide range of vocabulary
I can overcome any verbal argument
I can easily deflect any insult
I have an unbeatable wit
I have mesmerizing charm
I can out frame any argument
I can shift any argument to my favor
I can win any argument
I elegantly persuade entire rooms of people

I am unbeatable in any topic
I am unbeatable in any subject
my arguments are air tight
I defeat objections before they come up
I out frame arguments before they come up
I am always relaxed and confident
I am always confident and powerful
I have full faith in myself
I have full faith in my language
You choose your words carefully
You think before speaking
You use your words wisely
your words are filled with power
your language is powerful and effective
your language is incredibly persuasive
your language is elegant and impressive
You use a wide range of vocabulary

You can overcome any verbal argument
You can easily deflect any insult
You have an unbeatable wit
You have mesmerizing charm
You can out frame any argument
You can shift any argument to your favor
You can win any argument
You elegantly persuade entire rooms of people
You are unbeatable in any topic
You are unbeatable in any subject
your arguments are air tight
You defeat objections before they come up
You out frame arguments before they come up
You are always relaxed and confident
You are always confident and powerful
You have full faith in yourself
You have full faith in your language

